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Pilates Teacher Training Program

Comprehensive Pilates Teacher Training
Over the next year, you will be diving into human movement with a contemporary
approach to Pilates.  To assist in your learning process, we incorporate multiple
platforms for learning, including online discussions and videos through Google
Classroom, in-person modules focused on learning the Pilates repertoire on all the
apparatus, developing teaching skills through verbal and hands-on cueing
techniques, supervised practice teaching and ongoing evaluation of your progress
through mentoring meetings.

Your participation in all aspects of the training will ensure you gain an appreciation
of all that goes into teaching others about movement and Pilates.  Please ensure you
block these dates in your calendar so you are available for the in-person modules.
You will also need to set aside time each week for personal practice, observation of
trained teachers and practice teaching.  Starting with these pieces early on, ensures
you have the required number of hours completed. All practice, observation and
teaching hours are required to be completed and handed in prior to attempting the
exam.
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Course Outline

The 6 Pillars of our Pilates Teacher Training Program
The 6 pillars of our program incorporate our belief of the concepts necessary to develop a
comprehensive understanding of Pilates and develop into a confident and competent Pilates
professional.  We have created an approach that helps you not only know the information but sparks
your curiosity and connection to the work so you can engage on a deeper level.  We create inspired
teachers in search of the WHY and the HOW of Pilates.  Using a reflective, dynamic, and interactive
approach, we’ll help you to explore and examine the work actively weaving your past personal
experiences and understanding with new concepts, ideas, and depth.  Our learning community will
help you be an active co-creator of your knowledge through interactive discussion groups where you
can challenge assumptions and look at the theory from a completely different perspective.

1) The History of Pilates and how it influences what we teach
2) The Science Behind the Movements including anatomy and kinesiology to improve your depth

of understanding about what you are teaching
3) Assessment Skills so you can confidently evaluate your client’s needs throughout all stages of

their program
4) The Movements (The Pilates Repertoire) and how to move beyond the basics of choreography

to provide your client a session that considers their skills and abilities while providing
appropriate progressions and modifications

5) Teaching Skills that enhance your ability to communicate clearly and effectively as a Pilates
professional.

6) Personal Practice that enhances your understanding of the feeling that Pilates creates in your
body and develops the connections within the body that only Plates can provide.

Program and Course Outline

Topic Course Hours

History & Professionalism in Pilates 10

Exercise Analysis / Program Design & Teaching Techniques 150

Movement Science / Anatomy & Kinesiology 60

Special Populations / Precautions & Contraindications 40

Observation 65

Personal Practice 65

Practice Teaching 75

Practical & Written Assessment 10

Total Hours 475
*Upon completion of the Pilates Teacher Training Program, the student will receive a Certificate of Completion from Allison Kares Education Inc.
This does not guarantee employment, occupational advancement, and/or certification at Movement Unlimited Inc., Allison Kares Education Inc, or
certification through the Nationally Certified Pilates Teacher exams or the Pilates Method Alliance.
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Online Platform
The online classroom is a supplementary resource to assist you throughout your
training.  We will use the platform in the following ways:

1) Before the start of the course
The Google Classroom will open a minimum of 4 weeks before the start of our
in-person training.  We will begin learning about the history of Pilates and
studying the works of Joseph Pilates.  We will engage in interactive group
activities and questions to help enhance our understanding of the man and
his method.
Several quizzes and resource materials will be available in the Classroom to
assist you in preparing for our first weekend together.

2) During the course
Once we begin our live training, the Classroom will continue to be a valued
resource for you on your Pilates journey.  Videos of the movements will be
released after each weekend of training so you are able to review and practice
the movements.  Ongoing discussions regarding information will add more
opportunities for you to deepen your understanding of what you are learning
and regular quizzes will help you to know whether you are on track.

3) After the course
The Classroom is a resource you can continue to use even after you have
completed the program.  Refer back to the materials as you need to to refresh
your memory and allow you to review materials as necessary.

The online platform will open December 1, 2021.

Google Classroom requires you to have a Gmail email address in order to access the Classroom.
Students are advised to set up a Gmail account as soon as they register for the program so they can
participate online.  If you already are using your Gmail account for another Google classroom, you can
continue to use the same email for our school’s classroom.  Please ensure you provide the Gmail
address to the Studio Director prior to December 1, 2021.
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In-person Learning
The majority of the program is done live, in the studio.  Our learning modules are
scheduled Fridays from 12:30pm - 8pm, and Saturdays & Sundays from 8:30am -
4pm.  We will take a 30 minute meal break each day.

Our weekends will be a combination of lecture and experiential learning of anatomy,
biomechanics and other theoretical concepts that impact your ability to teach others
to move.  We’ll use movement labs to solidify these concepts both for your personal
experience and so you can be proficient at teaching them.
While learning the Pilates exercises, we will combine movement classes, small group
practice and individual teaching opportunities to help embody the method.
Case studies will allow you to transfer the knowledge you have learned into real life
practical situations.

2022 Program Dates
Your attendance at all live session dates is a requirement of the program.  Please ensure you
reserve all the dates listed below for training.

Weekend #1 January 14, 15, 16, 2022

Weekend #2 January 28, 29, 30, 2022

Weekend #3 February 11, 12, 13, 2022

Weekend #4 February 25, 26, 27, 2022

Weekend #5 March 25, 26, 27, 2022

Weekend #6 April 22, 23, 24, 2022

Weekend #7 May 6, 7, 8, 2022

Weekend #8 June 10, 11, 12, 2022

Weekend #9 June 24, 25, 26, 2022

Weekend #10 July 8, 9, 10, 2022

Exams September 9, 10, 2022

* Note: Absences are unavoidable at times for situations such as illness or injury.  Should you need to be absent
from training for any reason, as per the information outlined in the course catalogue, you will be required to make
up these hours one on one with the Program Director.  An additional cost of $120 per hour plus HST applies.  Please

refer to the course catalogue for all details regarding missed training hours.
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Observation Hours
Observing a skilled teacher is an important part of the learning process.  It will allow you to grasp the
skills and techniques necessary to be a successful teacher.  Observation hours are best completed in a
studio setting.  When restrictions prevent in person observations, there are several online options for
observation that will assist teachers in training with completing these required hours.
All students must complete 65 hours of observation of an approved teacher or at an approved studio.
For every observation hour completed, teachers in training are required to complete an observation
rubric that encourages critical thinking and evaluation of what they are observing.  All observation
rubrics will be handed in to the Studio Director a minimum of 1 week prior to the exam dates.
During observation of sessions within the studio, the teacher in training should observe quietly and
respect the privacy and confidentiality of all clients being observed.  Should any questions arise during
the session, teachers in training should document these observations and speak with the teacher
providing the session when appropriate time permits.  Alternatively, questions can be directed to the
Studio Director.

Personal Practice
Learning and understanding the Pilates method is strengthened through personal connection with the
work.  The more we are able to embody the movements on each of the apparatus, the better
understanding we personally have and the greater chance we can empathize with those we are
teaching.
All students are required to complete 65 hour of personal practice outside of the practice we will be
completing in the course.  Personal practice hours can include group classes, private training sessions,
review of the exercises on your own or with another teacher training students and/or the use of videos
for practice.  Some options for personal practice such as participating in private training or group
classes in the studio will have an additional cost and are not covered in the course fees.  Students are
responsible for completing a personal practice rubric for each hour of personal practice completed.
These rubrics must be submitted a minimum of 1 week prior to the exam dates.

Practice Teaching
The art of teaching is a skill that is acquired through practice and working with as many different bodies
as possible to refine your eye, improve your verbal and tactile cueing skills and become more
comfortable with adapting what and how you are teaching to the body in front of you.
All students are required to complete 75 hour of practice teaching outside of the practice we will be
completing in the course. It is important for students to include both group and private teaching
opportunities during their practice hours as each type of teaching is specialized and requires a different
approach to the client.
Students are responsible for self evaluating their teaching techniques by completing a teaching rubric

for each hour completed. These rubrics must be submitted a minimum of 1 week prior to the exam
dates.
Students will also be observed by a skilled and qualified teacher who will provide them support,
feedback and mentorship to help them improve their teaching skills.
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Examinations
Upon successful completion of the exams, you will receive a certificate of completion for your
participation in the course. The exam is a two day process that includes both a written and
practical component.

Written Exam
The written exam tests both your theoretical and practical knowledge of all the skills that
make a safe and effective Pilates Teacher.

The written exam is out of a total of 100 marks

60 marks multiple choice with the following breakdown:
Anatomy 15 marks
History of Pilates 5 marks
Professionalism 5 marks
Safety 10 marks
Programming / Teaching Skills 15 marks
Injuries and Special Populations 10 marks

10 marks for fill in blanks

30 marks for Case Studies

The successful candidate must have a minimum grade of 75% to pass the written exam.  A
mark of less than 75% will require the candidate to rewrite the exam.  There is no cost to
rewrite the written exam.

Practice Exam
The practical exam tests your ability to work with private and group clients.  It also evaluates
your ability to complete the movements on our own body with appropriate modifications
where necessary

The written exam is out of a total of 50 marks

Group Class Teaching 18 marks
Personal Practice 8 marks
Private Training 24 marks

The successful candidate must have a minimum grade of 75% to pass the practice exam.  A
mark of less than 75% will require the candidate to rewrite the exam.  There is a $300+HST fee
to rewrite the practical exam.
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Program Director Biography

Allison Kares, NCPT
Movement has been a part of my life since my early teens.  My first
experience helping others to move began in my mother’s living room
teaching a group of friends with a Jane Fonda 33 ⅓ LP as guidance
and grew into a career from that first little spark.
I began my movement career as a group fitness instructor and
personal trainer in the early 1990s.  I also followed my passion to help
those with injuries and became an exercise therapist in a busy manual
therapy clinic.

In 2000, I was introduced to the Pilates method and fell in love.  It
spoke to my body on a completely different level than all the fitness
programs that I had been taking.  I stopped abusing and punishing
my body, and began to find new ways to move and new patterns of
movement that inspired and intrigued me.  I couldn’t wait to share
that with others.

In 2002, I completed my full certification through Stott Pilates® and
am proud to be only one of a select few instructors in the Niagara Region to have completed this level of training in
all apparatus.  I continued on my quests for knowledge adding more Pilates courses that addressed the therapeutic
aspects of the work so I could continue to support my clients with injuries and health conditions.

In 2012, I brought the PFilates®, Pelvic Floor Pilates method, to Niagara.  I continue to expand my knowledge of pelvic
floor disorders and women’s health issues and have created a program that is a combination of all the best practices
for the support of those with urinary incontinence, pelvic organ prolapse and diastasis recti.  In 2013, I became a
teacher trainer for the PFilates® program and trained instructors in both Canada and the U.S.

In 2016, with an interest in enhancing my therapeutic approach for clients, I completed my Polestar Pilates Transition
Program.  This training strengthened my assessment and critical reasoning skills.  I am a Polestar Pilates Studio
Practitioner as well as a Polestar Pilates Mentor for Canada.

In 2018, I became an NCPT, Nationally Certified Pilates Teacher.  This professional designation helps bring awareness
to Pilates as a profession and respect to the knowledge and skill required to be a Pilates Teacher. 2021 brought me
the opportunity to combine all my past experiences and training and develop my own Pilates Teacher Training
Program.  I’m proud to have graduates sharing the Pilates love so that more people can experience the benefits and
improve their health and wellness.

I am excited to join you on your  personal and professional journey through movement.  Whether you’re adding
Pilates to what you already know, or you want to share your love of movement with others, being a Pilates Teacher
can be a rewarding career full of joy and life-long learning.

My vision is to inspire students and clients to have healthy, balanced bodies and minds by understanding how
heightened awareness of movement improves us from the inside out. My goal is to help people embrace their
bodies and move to their highest potential.
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